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E verything began in the dense 

thicket of Ms. Salvacion’s 

backyard. Because it was always 

dark in her home, everyone kept 

dumping garbage on her lot.

Ms. Salvacion is scared of people. 

She doesn’t notice the garbage 

dumped on her backyard because 

she hardly ever comes out. She’d 

rather engage with books.



One midnight, there was a 

relentless chorus of meowing in her 

backyard. Ms. Salvacion was forced 

to come out. She looked for the 

source of the noise.

A faint rustling. The movement of 

dried leaves. When she approached, 

there they were, four kittens in a 

shoebox.



She had never been a mom, but 

out popped her instinct to nurture. 

All hearts might melt in the kittens’ 

imploring gaze.

That the kittens were black 

was of no concern to her. It was 

a popular superstition that they 

brought bad luck. Hurriedly she 

took the box and brought it in.



There was where the legend 

began. News spread that if you 

needed to get rid of a kitten, just 

hurl it into the dense backyard in 

the corner of Pook Palaris. There 

was a woman there who would take 

in unwanted pets.

A dark rumor emerged from the 

incident. Word was Ms. Salvacion 

peddled siopao — soft, delicious 

steamed buns — in Binondo.



The truth was that Ms. Salvacion 

had a fondness for the cats. What 

used to be a bookshelf was now a 

shelf containing cats. Her closet, her 

dresser, her cabinet — all became 

tiny rooms for various kittens. She 

bought boxes by the bulk when she 

learned that her pets liked squeezing 

themselves into them.



Ms. Salvacion was a retired 

librarian. Because of her knowledge, 

she thought of a way to arrange 

her collection of cats. They weren’t 

sorted according to height, like we 

often do with books.



She grouped them according to 

age, personality, experience, and 

distinctive talents. On a page of her 

catalogue, one could see such notes:

Miming, 3 months, black and   
 affectionate
Bola-Bola, 2 years, painter, dancer
Dusk, 6 (?) years, blind but sharp
Surge, 7 months, always sleepy but 
not lazy
Orange, 2 weeks, singer
Jinky, 8 months, one leg limp



Not long after, Ms. Salvacion 

turned her home into a Cat Library. 

Whoever wanted to borrow a 

“book” was welcome. Some cats 

were for “Room Use Only.” These 

were her secret favorites.

There were cats that could 

be borrowed for days, weeks, 

or months, depending on the 

borrower’s needs. There was a 

penalty for those who made 

late returns: a pot of paksiw 

or fish stewed in vinegar, a 

vaccine, a bottle of milk, 

a ball of yarn (the sort 

for knitting), or even 

scratching posts.



Upon the opening of the Cat 

Library, Ms. Salvacion let anyone 

find the cat that suited them. 

She had faith that each cat had a 

human match.

Among the first to visit the Cat 

Library was Mr. Hernandez, owner 

of By The Sea Seafood Restaurant. 

He thought of borrowing seven 

(because it was a lucky number) cats 

to repel rats and to invite good luck. 

By afternoon’s end, he borrowed 

eleven multicolored cats. “They’re 

a cure for whoever has a fish bone 

stuck in their throat,” Ms. Salvacion 

advised. “Just take their foot and 

brush it against your neck to 

dissolve the fish bone.”



The following week, a family 

came to the Cat Library for a visit. 

They were looking for a new family 

member. After a few hours, they 

picked Wolfie. She was in a corner, 

moving only to yawn or stretch.

“Why would we borrow a 

cat nearing the end of its life?” 

wondered the child.

Ms. Salvacion was hurt by what 

she heard. Is one really so worthless 

when you’re past a certain age?

The parent scolded the child. 

“She needs us even more so she 

can be with a family in the twilight 

of her life.” The child thought 

it curious, but her mind was 

enlightened all the same.



One afternoon, in came a painter. 

Bearing his tools, he went to the 

Cat Library, looking for inspiration. 

“I will create a masterpiece,” he 

promised himself.

Upon laying his things down, 

a rowdy feline dipped itself in his 

cans of paint, danced ballet on the 

canvas, and marked its signature 

with its claws. 

He was surprised by what he had 

witnessed. The pictures made were 

dirty, slapdash, disorderly — but 

they possessed a beauty. “Ah, art!” 

he shouted, like he discovered an 

expensive gem.



The painter borrowed Bola-Bola, 

the cat. Ms. Salvacion knew the cat 

would never be brought back. In 

all her decades of being a librarian, 

she knew well the faces of those 

who never returned what they had 

borrowed.



The Cat Library’s reputation 

spread in Pook Palaris and nearby 

areas. There was even a day when 

two busloads of students came over 

to learn the value of saving pusakals 
— shorthand for “pusang kalye” or 

street cats.

There was also that time when an 

office asked for 21 cats to entertain 

their bored and restless employees. 

They perked up when the cats 

surprised them with play and 

affection. 

The students of Cruz Na Daan 

Elementary School developed a 

fondness for books because they 

kept reading stories 

to the Library cats.



The recovery of the sick at Santa 

Elena Municipal Hospital was sped 

up when a nurse argued that a cat 

could help their patients.

One could hear the calm 

prrrrrrrrr of a cat hugging various 

people in recovery.



But the best thing to ever occur at 

the Cat Library was when the Lumad 

child Ugjab, from a community 

indigenous to Mindanao, met the 

ferocious cat named Surge. They 

had both been vagrants in the 

streets. Fellow orphans, they were 

no strangers to cruelty and violence. 

Now they’ve found a new home, a 

new family to care for them. Now 

they’ve found each other.

Surge’s ferocity gradually 

diminished with the child’s every 

caress. They spoke with each other 

for hours, like they’ve been buddies 

for so long.

“She’s been waiting for you for a 

long time,” whispered Ms. Salvacion 

to Ugjab.



Ms. Salvacion’s backyard was 

no longer a dump. Neither was it 

a giant bin for discarded kittens. 

Many borrowed cats may not have 

been returned, but our beloved 

librarian was happy nonetheless. 

In whatever scratch of fate, she 

knew that the cats she had saved, in 

turn, would save whoever was also 

in need.
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